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Lesson 1 – The Need for a 

Biblical Worldview

Part 1

“Blessed is the nation whose God is the 
LORD, The people He has chosen as His 

own inheritance.”
Psalm 33:12 

“Blessed (happy, fortunate, to be envied) 
is the nation whose God is the Lord, the 
people He has chosen as His heritage.”

Psalm 33:12 – Amplified Bible 

“Having undertaken for the glory of God, and 
the Advancement of the Christian Faith, and 

the Honour of our King and Country, a Voyage 
to plant the first colony in the northern parts 

of Virginia; [we] Do by these Presents, 
solemnly and mutually in the Presence of God 

and one another, covenant and combine 
ourselves together into a civil Body Politick for 

our better Ordering and Preservation, and 
Furtherance of the ends aforesaid.”

The Mayflower Compact 

“What would lead the U.S. Supreme Court to 
conclude that America was a Christian nation?  The 

simple answer is, America’s own history.  The Court’s 
decision was only sixteen pages long, but even in 
that short span, the Court provided almost eighty 

different historical precedents.  The Court cited 
statements of Founding Fathers, acts of Congress 

and state governments, and numerous others 
official documents, even noting that there were 

many additional volumes of historical precedents 
also proving that America was a Christian nation.”

David Barton, America’s Godly Heritage 
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“While we have been asleep, the enemy has 
been in the process of robbing us of our 

identity as a nation.
Millions of children and adults in schools and 
colleges throughout our land are being taught 
that America’s Founders were a collection of 

rich slave owners, mostly Deists and agnostics, 
who created a secular state and put up a “wall 

of separation” to keep out any input or 
influence from people of faith.” 

“This is dangerous and deadly because a 
people derive their identity from their history. 

When conquering nations have wanted to 
assimilate the conquered into their own 

society, they have begun by cutting them off 
from their past. Within 2 or 3 generations the 
people with no history have no sense of who 

they are and are then easily assimilated into a 
new and different culture. This is what Karl 

Marx was referring to when he said, “People 
without a heritage are easily persuaded.” This 

is happening in America today!”
Dr. Eddie Hyatt
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The Statistics!
According to pollster George Barna:

• Only 9% of “born again” teenagers believe 
that absolute truth even exists.

• Around 75% of young people from 
evangelical homes are estimated to leave 
the church once they leave home

The Statistics!
• Only 19 percent of American Christians  

actually possess a biblical worldview. 

• Slightly less than half of the born again 
adults (46%) believe in absolute moral 
truth.

• Only four out of ten people are 
"absolutely committed" to the Christian 
faith. 

The Statistics!
• Just one-quarter of adults (27%) are 

convinced that Satan is a real force. Even a 
minority of born again adults (40%) adopt 
that perspective.

• Only one-quarter of adults (28%) believe 
that it is impossible for someone to earn 
their way into Heaven through good 
behavior. Not quite half of all born again 
Christians (47%) strongly reject the notion 
of earning salvation through their deeds.
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The Statistics!
[1] Idem.

Here are a few notable findings among 
practicing Christians:

•61% agree with ideas rooted in New 
Spirituality.

•54% resonate with postmodernist views.

•36% accept ideas associated with Marxism.

•29% believe ideas based on secularism.

The Statistics!
[1] Idem.

In January 12, 2004, Barna reports that 51% of 
America’s Protestant pastors have a biblical 

worldview.  Barna defined a worldview in this 
survey as believing that absolute moral truth exists, 
that it is based upon the Bible, and having a biblical 

worldview on six core beliefs (the accuracy of 
biblical teaching, the sinless nature of Jesus, the 
literal existence of Satan, the omnipotence and 

omniscience of God, salvation by grace alone, and 
the personal responsibility to evangelize).

“The very standard of life we enjoy in the 
West likely would disappear if Christianity 

vanished. Without Christians, Christian 
ethics, and a Christian worldview, how much 
longer would freedom, liberty, and morality 

last?  Even the concept of truth and absolutes 
is disappearing in today’s highly subjective, 

postmodern, post-Christian society.  
Christianity, as expressed in the Old and New 

Testaments, is necessary for freedom to 
flourish.”

Dr. Jeremiah Johnston, Unimaginable
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